
COPYING VHS RECORDINGS TO DISC

PREPARATION:
1. Power on the ViewSonic monitor by pressing the top button on the right side of the 

display. A blue light should appear on the bottom of the display.

2. Power on the Toshiba DVD Recorder by pressing the 
button located on the left front of the unit. A green 
light should appear adjacent to the DVD Recorder 
button.

3. Select the appropriate recorder by pressing either 
button 1 or 2 on the right side of the ViewSonic 
monitor. A blue screen should appear on the monitor 
indicating the DVD recorder is operational.

 
▪ Button 1 refers to the top DVD Recorder,
▪ Button 2 refers to the bottom DVD Recorder.

4. It's always a good idea to preview a VHS tape prior to recording to ensure proper 
positioning and tracking. It's also important to completely fast forward and rewind a tape 
if it hasn't been used for a long time. To preview a VHS tape insert the tape into the 
appropriate slot on the Toshiba DVD Recorder you intend to use. If the tape  doesn't 
automatically begin playing, use the remote control device to select VCR then press PLAY.

Ensure the tape is tracking properly by observing the monitor playback. If video tearing, 
bars or excessive noise are observed adjust the TRACKING controls on the remote for 
the best presentation.

5. When satisfied with the VHS playback, rewind the tape to the appropriate starting 
position and press STOP on the remote.

6. Press the DVD OPEN/CLOSE button on the Toshiba DVD Recorder and insert a blank 
DVD. Close the door by pressing the OPEN/CLOSE button again and allow the unit to 
complete loading/reading the blank disc. This can be observed on the monitor.

HELPFUL HINTS
- For maximum compatibility blank DVD-RW or DVD-R discs should be used.
- Only non-copy protected VHS Tapes may be recorded to disk.
- Only one DVD Recorder may be used at a time because the remote will affect both units.
  However, a tape or disc played MANUALLY on the spare unit will not affect the primary.
- Audio may be monitored via the supplied headphones.
- These instructions provide steps for basic VHS copying to disc. For custom transfers
  please refer to the Toshiba DVD VIDEO RECORDER Owner's Manual. 



RECORDING:
1. Select the VCR mode on the remote. Ensure the VHS tape to 

be recorded is positioned properly by pressing PLAY then 
PAUSE.

2. Switch to the DVD mode by pressing the DVD button on the 
remote.

3. Select the appropriate DVD record time setting by repeatedly 
pressing the REC MODE button on the remote according to 
the table below:

      HINT: REC MODE button is located just below VCR button.
  Recording Mode    Recording time    Quality* 

         XP                 60 min          *****

         SP                 120 min         ****

         LP                 240 min         ***

         EP                 360 min         **

        SLP                 480 min         * 

4.  Press the DUBBING button on the remote and your recording should begin automatically. 
Observe progress on the monitor.

5. When your recording ends the system will automatically stop after 3-minutes of no video. 
To manually cease recording simply press STOP on the remote control.

6. The unit will write your recording on the DVD and then revert to the playback mode. At 
this point you may review your DVD recording or press the OPEN/CLOSE button on the 
recorder to retrieve your disc.

7. To eject your VHS tape select VCR on the remote and press the OPEN/CLOSE button. 
You may also elect to rewind your VHS tape by pressing the REV button on the remote.

FINALIZING:
1. To ensure your disc is compatible with other DVD players it's important to finalize your 

disc after copying all video. Finalizing uses up any remaining space on the disc so that no 
new data can be written and your disc can easily be read by any DVD player.

2. To do this simply press SETUP, select DVD MENU, select FINALIZE, YES and press 
ENTER. The time needed to complete this step is dependent on the space left on your 
disc. Your disc is now finalized and you're done.

 * Please Note:  Quality is a relative term
   useful when recording directly to disc from
   a high quality source.  When dubbing a
   VHS tape use the setting that most closely
   matches the running time of the tape.


